Synthetic seismograms produced by the finite difference method are used to study the scattering of elastic and acoustic waves in two-dimensional media with random spatial variations in seismic velocity. The results of this study provide important insights about the propagation of short-period (< 1 s) seismic waves in the earth's crust and place significant constraints on the fluctuation spectrum of crustal heterogeneity on length scales from tens of kilometers to tens of meters. The synthetic seismograms are analyzed to determine the variation in travel times and waveforms across arrays of receivers. The apparent attenuation caused by scattering and the time decay and amplitude of the seismic coda are also quantified with the numerical simulations. Random media with Gaussian and exponential correlation functions are considered, as well as a self-similar medium with equal variations in seismic velocity over a broad range of length scales. These media differ in the spectral falloff of their velocity fluctuations at wavelengths smaller than 2rr times the correlation distance a. The synthetic seismograms demonstrate that a random medium with self-similar velocity fluctuations at length scales less than about 50 km (a > 10 km) can explain both travel time anomalies reported for teleseismic arrivals across large-scale seismic arrays (e.g., LASA and NORSAR) and the presence of seismic coda at frequencies of 30 Hz and greater commonly observed in microearthquake waveforms. Media with Gaussian and exponential correlation functions in velocity do not account for both sets of observations for reasonable standard deviations in velocity (< 10%). The scattering attenuation (Q-•) observed in the simulations for Gaussian media is peaked at ka between 1 and 2, where k is the seismic wave number. The observed attenuation in exponential media increases with frequency for ka < 1 and remains about constant for 1 < ka < 5.6. At high frequencies (ka > 5), the self-similar medium is characterized by a scattering Q that is constant with frequency, whereas theory predicts that the apparent Q in an exponential medium is proportional to frequency. These alternative models of crustal heterogeneity can thus be tested by improved measurements of the frequency dependence of crustal Q at frequencies greater than about 1 Hz, assuming that scattering is responsible for most of the attenuation at these frequencies. Measurements of the time decay of the synthetic coda waves clearly show that the single scattering model of coda decay is not appropriate in the presence of moderate amounts of scattering attenuation (scattering Q < 200). In these cases, Q values derived from the coda decay rate using the single scattering theory do not correspond to the transmission Q of the medium. The cross correlation of synthetic waveforms observed for an array of receivers along the free surface is observed to be dependent on the correlation distance of the medium. The self-similar random medium proposed here for the crust produces waveform variations at high frequencies (15-30 Hz) similar to those reported for actual small-scale seismic arrays with apertures of hundreds of meters.
INTRODUCTION
The scattering of short-period seismic waves (T < 1 s) by heterogeneities in the earth's crust and upper mantle affects a number of seismic observables, including amplitudes, travel times, spectra, and waveforms. A full understanding of seismic scattering is clearly necessary to comprehend the propagation of short-period seismic waves in the lithosphere. We use the term "scattering" in this paper to refer to the interaction of seismic waves with spatial variations in material properties of the medium, variations that range in size from several seismic wavelengths to a small fraction of a wavelength. The study of short-period seismic waves is of increasing interest to seismologists, as more attention is devoted to the evaluation of high-• Now at U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California.
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Paper number 5B5778. 0148-0227/86/005B-5778505.00 frequency strong ground motions, the estimation of earthquake and explosion source parameters from high-frequency data, and the analysis of high-resolution seismic exploration surveys.
In this paper, we are concerned with variations in seismic velocity in the earth's crust with scale lengths ranging from tens of kilometers down to tens of meters. Relatively largescale variations (> 10 km) in crustal velocity have been identified in tomographic inversions of travel time anomalies observed at seismic arrays for both teleseismic waves [Aki et al., 1977] and local earthquakes (see, e.g., Hearn and Clayton [-1986a, b] ). Scattering from smaller-scale heterogeneities (< 1 km across) represents one possible mechanism for the generation of seismic coda that is generally observed for microearthquake waveforms at frequencies greater than 1 Hz [Aki, 1969] . It has been proposed that scattering from such small-scale heterogeneities is responsible for the apparent attenuation of seismic waves in the lithosphere at frequencies from 1 to 25 Hz [Aki, 1980a, b] . Theoretical and numerical studies demonstrate that scattering produces apparent attenu- Scatiering also causes variations in waveforms and amplitudes across seismic arrays [see Ringdal and Husebye, 1982] . We seek to explain these various manifestations of scattering with a single random medium model of the heterogeneity df the crust. Such a model should account for observations over a broad spectrum of seismic frequencies (1-30 Hz) and describe the spectrum of velocity fluctuations in the crust over a wide range of length scales (tens of meters to tens of kilometers).
We use synthetic seismograms generated by the finite difference method to study waves propagating through twodimensional random media. These random media consist of a small component (< 10% standard deviation) of their P and S wave velocities varying randomly in space, superimposed on some average velocities. Such media are meant to approximate the heterogeneity of the crust caused by variations in composition and the presence of fractures and fluid-filled inclusions. Examples of the three types of random media considered in this paper are shown in Figure 1 . Each medium is described by its spatial autocorrelation function, which is commonly referred to as simply the "correlation function." The media vary in their spectrum of fluctuations and will be discussed in detail in the following section.
FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD APPLIED TO RANDOM MEDIA
The finite difference method propagates complete seismic wave fields through a two-dimensional grid with arbitrarily complex variations in material properties. The application of this technique to seismic wave propagation in random media (1 + k2a2) 1/2 1 + kr2a 2 *See Appendix B for normalization.
was first described by Frankel and Clayton [1984] . The finite difference method has several advantages over theoretical treatments of scattering. It produces synthetic seismograms for any point on the grid. It includes all multiply scattered waves, converted waves (P to S, S to P), diffractions, and caustics. Most theoretical studies of seismic scattering assume the first Born approximation, which states that only single scattering occurs and that scattering losses from the primary wave can be neglected [Pekeris, 1947; Chernov, 1960] . This approximation is valid only for weakly scattering media and appears inappropriate for many portions of the crust [Hudson and Heritable, 1981; Richards and Menke, 1983] . Unlike some approaches to scattering which assume the ray approximation, the finite difference method is not restricted to certain ratios of
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wavelength to scatterer size and can be used for media with velocity fluctuations over a range of length scales. The two-dimensional acoustic wave equation describing pressure (P) in a medium where the velocity v is a function of x and z and the density is constant is given by P.,, = va(x, z)(P. where ;t and/• are the Lamd constants and p is the density. The solutions for these equations contain all converted phases, multiple reflections, and diffractions. These equations are solved numerically by replacing the partial derivatives by their finite difference approximations for a discrete time step At and grid spacing h. Details of the method are given by Kelly et al. [1976] . The finite difference algorithms used in this paper utilized fourth-order approximations to the spatial derivatives, which are superior in accuracy to the second-order schemes more commonly used in finite difference modeling of seismic waves. The inaccuracy of the finite difference algorithms at high frequencies produces frequency dependent errors in phase and group velocity known as grid dispersion [Alford et al., 1974] . These errors are a function of the wavelength to grid spacing ratio and can produce effects in the synthetic seismograms similar to those of attenuation. Appendix A discusses various accuracy tests that we have performed to ensure that these errors are not contaminating our results.
The ability distribution, and standard deviation (or spectral amplitude). Two correlation functions often used in scattering theory [Chernov, 1960] are the Gaussian function, where N(r) = e -r2/a: and the exponential function N(r)= e -r/a. Here r stands for the offset (or spatial lag) and a is the correlation distance. The random medium is assumed to be isotropic. A third type of correlation function, the Von Karman function [Tatarski, 1961] where kr is the radial wave number and equals (k,, 2 + kz2) •/2 and Jo(x) is the zero-order Bessel function. The fluctuation spectra for these media are flat up to a corner wave number inversely proportional to the correlation distance and then fall off at higher wave numbers (ka > 1).
The key feature which distinguishes the three correlation functions is the falloff in spectral amplitude of the velocity fluctuations for wavelengths less than 2n times the correlation distance (i.e., ka > 1). The Gaussian medium has a strong, exponential decay of spectral amplitude, resulting in a smoothly varying medium (see Figure 1) . For the exponential medium the two-dimensional spectrum decays as k•-3 for ka > 1, and this medium has more "roughness" at small length scales than the Gaussian medium (Figure 1 ).
The medium with the Von Karman function (m = 0) is characterized by heterogeneities that are self-similar for ka > 1. This medium is "rougher" at small length scales than the exponential medium (Figure 1 ). In this paper we use the term "self-similar" to indicate that the standard deviation of the medium, calculated over equal logarithmic intervals of wave number, remains constant over a range of length scales.
The variance (a 2) over a certain range of radial wave numbers (k,•, k,2) is estimated by integrating the two-dimensional power spectrum of the medium kr a 2 = P(k,)k, dk,.
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For the Von Karman medium with m = 0, the variance computed over an octave interval of wave number is (for k,a >> 1) a 2 ..... In (k,)l,2f' = In (2) (8) ß kr 2 Therefore the standard deviation is independent of wave number (or length scale) for ka >> 1, and the medium is selfsimilar. Andrews [1980] used a comparable fluctuation spectrum to model random variations in seismlc stress drop along a fault surface. This type of medium represents one of the fractal geometries described by Mandelbrot [1977] . The essential property of fractal media is that they display irregularity on all length scales. In a number of studies, Mandelbrot has analyzed the fractal geometry of a variety of natural processes. The spectral amplitudes of such fractal media are power functions of wave number [Mandelbrot and Wallis, 1969] .
The following procedure was used to construct the random media on the two-dimensional grid for most of the finite difference simulations described in this paper. First, a random number generator assigned a velocity v(x, z) sequentially to each point on the grid. The random velocity field was then Fourier transformed to wave number space, filtered to achieve the desired spectrum, and transformed back to the spatial domain to yield the velocity field for the simulations. All the random media discussed in this paper had a Gaussian probability distribution of seismic velocity, centered on the average velocity. The ratio of P and $ wave velocity was kept constant, so that both velocities varied in the same manner across the grid. The density was constant at all points. The media were normalized by their standard deviation. In some cases, In Figure 3 we show a series of time slices (or snapshots) of elastic waves propagating through this random medium. Many important features of wave propagation through random media are apparent. We display the divergence and curl of the seismic wave field in Figure 3 rather than the displacements, so that the P wave and SV wave energy can be discriminated. Since the source is an explosion, it generates only P waves (divergence). As the circular wave front propagates into the random medium, it becomes quite distorted. Significant differences in amplitude and travel time are produced for receivers at equal distances from the source. A large amount of SV wave energy (curl) is observed behind the original P wave front, a result of P to SV conversions during propagation through the random medium. The P wave energy behind the original wave front is also caused by scattering. The scattered SV wave energy in the time slices has shorter wavelengths than the scattered P wave energy, a consequence of the slower velocity of the SV waves. The semicircular SV wave front generated at the left side of the grid (see time 0.064 s) is an artificial reflection of the P wave traveling leftward from the source. This artifact travels well behind the initial P wave front and most of the scattered SV wave energy. Frankel and Clayton [1984] ). There is significant seismic coda after the direct pulse. Sizeable displacements on the transverse components are observed in the P wave synthetics for the random medium. In addition, it is clear that the amplitude of the seismic pulse decreases in amplitude as it propagates through the random medium, compared to the constant velocity case. This effect was noted for acoustic waves by Frankel and Clayton [1984] and is a result of apparent attenuation from scattering. Intrinsic attenuation was not included in these simulations, so that all attenuation observed is caused by scattering. This scattering attenuation will be measured in a later portion of this paper.
CONSTRAINTS ON MODELS OF CRUSTAL HETERoGENEITY
In this section of the paper we consider three observations from actual seismograms The finite difference synthetics document that the amplitude of the high-frequency coda is dependent on the falloff of the heterogeneity spectrum at high wave numbers. Figure 10 illustrates the synthetic seismograms for self-similar and exponential media with a correlation distance of 10 km and a standard deviation in velocity of 5%. These random media, with correlation distances larger than the total grid size, were constructed by the procedure described in Appendix B. It is clear from Figure 10 that the self-similar medium with a = 10 km produces significant coda at frequencies of 30 Hz, whereas the exponential medium does not. The P wave coda amplitude for the self-similar medium is roughly comparable to that observed in microearthquake waveforms recorded at similar hypocentral distances (•5-10 km) in a variety of tectonic regimes. The reader is referred to seismograms displayed by Fletcher [1980 Fletcher [ , 1982 and Aki and Chouet [1975] for microearthquakes near Oroville, California; Monticello, South Carolina; and NORSAR in Norway, respectively. The relative amplitude of the direct arrival and the coda will be affected by the radiation pattern of the earthquake source, which is not included in these simulations (isotropic explosion source). However, this effect does not bias our comparison between the synthetics and microearthquake waveforms, since we are citing a general observation based on a number of microearthquake waveforms. Any variation in the relative amplitude of the P wave and the coda caused by the earthquake radiation pattern would be averaged out over the many observations of microearthquake waveforms.
We examined the amplitude of the synthetic coda as a function of correlation distance for self-similar and exponential media. Typical synthetic seismograms for self-similar and ex- 
Substituting the power spectrum for exponential media (Table  l) The observations of the synthetic coda amplitudes lead to an important conclusion concerning the correlation function appropriate for the crust. Media with Gaussian and exponential correlation functions and correlation distances of 10 km or more (5-10% standard deviation) would produce negligible amounts of coda at frequencies of 30 Hz. However, these large correlation distances are required to explain the standard deviation and spatial correlation of travel time variations across large-scale seismic arrays. Gaussian and exponential random media with reasonable standard deviations in velocity (< 10%) do not appear to satisfy both the travel time and coda observations. A self-similar random medium can account for these two sets of observations. Such a medium would have a correlation distance a of at least 10 km and a standard deviation in velocity of about 5%.
Waveform Variation Across Receiver Arrays
Another useful observation that provides constraints on crustal heterogeneity is the variation of waveforms across seismic arrays. We quantify this waveform variation by determining the cross-correlation functions from the finite difference synthetics. As shown in Figure 10 The synthetic seismograms also demonstrate that the rate of decrease of the cross correlation with offset is dependent on the characteristics of the random medium. In Figure 13 The scattering Q is determined from the least squares fit from graphs such as those in Figure 15 . The log peak amplitudes of the filtered displacements are plotted as a function of distance for P waves propagating through two random media. In both media there is an overall decrease of amplitude with increasing distance. However, considerable variation is found in the amplitudes measured at any given distance. This variation is larger for the medium with ka = 5.6 (scatterers larger than the wavelength), where the amplitude variation reaches a factor of 6 at some distances. Certain paths through this random medium exhibit virtually no attenuation, whereas others have Q values as low as about 60. At several receivers in this medium, the amplitudes are greater than those in the constant velocity case. This indicates that multipathing is occurring. Obviously, fitting a linear decay to these amplitudes characterizes the scattering attenuation in only a gross sense for this medium. Finite difference runs with larger grid sizes are necessary to better separate the effects of multipathing and scattering attenuation for media with ka >> 1, where relatively few scatterers are contained in the grid. The large variance in plots such as Figure 15 illustrates the difficulties of quantifying the attenuation in scattering media, difficulties frequently encountered in amplitude measurements of actual short-period seismograms.
We investigate the variation of scattering Q as a function of the normalized frequency ka, by examining attenuation for 30-Hz P waves propagating through random media with various correlation distances. Since ka is proportional to frequency times the correlation distance, such a procedure essentially determines the frequency dependence of apparent attenuation in a particular random medium. For 30-Hz P waves, the waves propagate at least 17 cycles within the random medium (for the 210 by 200 point grid). It is necessary to observe the amplitude decay over this number of cycles to obtain accurate estimates of Q. An alternative method of estimating the frequency dependence of Q would be to measure attenuation as a function of frequency for one medium. This is not practical because the attenuation of the low-frequency components cannot be reliably estimated due to the small number of wavelengths they travel through the grid. In many cases, Q values were determined at a given ka from synthetics produced in two random media, each characterized by the same power spectrum but different random number sequences (or seeds). The grid size for the runs with ka < 1.16 was 210 by 200 grid points. For runs with ka = 2.32 and 5.6 (Gaussian and exponential media), the grid size used was increased to 300 by 300 points. Figure 16 . These curves were derived from equation (Cll), for three values of the minimum scattering angle 0mi n. With the weak scattering theory, the appropriate value of the minimum scattering angle is unclear, since waves scattered in the forward direction reach the receiver at about the same time as the direct wave and should not be counted as lost energy [Sato, 1977; Wu, 1982; Malin and Phinney, 1985] . One of the motivations for using the finite difference synthetics to determine attenuation is to provide some constraint on the proper value for 0min.
The predicted attenuation is peaked at ka between 1 and 2, in agreement with the results from the numerical simulations.
The theoretical attenuation at ka < 1 is proportional to (ka) 2, in correspondence with the results from the synthetics. We should note that the theoretical frequency dependence of attenuation for ka << 1 (the Rayleigh scattering limit) differs between two-and three-dimensional random media [see Menke, 1984] . Attenuation is proportional to (ka) 3 for ka << 1 in threedimensional media. The theory predicts that the amount of attenuation and the precise value of ka at the peak attenuation are dependent on 0mi n. The high-frequency behavior of the attenuation (ka >> 1) is identical between the two-and three-dimensional theories. Although the finite difference simulations allow us to determine the overall frequency dependence of the scattering attenuation, more work is needed to quantify the absolute values of attenuation. Simulations involving several random media with different random number sequences (but identical power spectra) are required to achieve better constraints on the range of attenuation at any given ka. We have found that varying the random number seed can produce differences in the absolute Q determinations up to a factor of 1.5.
The measured attenuation for
The key parameter which distinguishes the theoretical attenuation behavior of the exponential and self-similar media is the frequency dependence of Q at high frequencies (ka >> 1). The independence of Q with frequency for the self-similar medium is a direct consequence of the velocity fluctuations having equal amplitudes (or variance) over a broad range of length scales (see equation (8) Up until this point, we have discussed only P waves. Some initial simulations have been done involving the propagation of $V waves through random media. Figure 19 depicts $V wave synthetics for the constant velocity case and for an exponential random medium. We consider $V wave pulses with dominant frequencies about half that used for the P waves, so that the wavelength to grid spacing ratio (and hence accuracy) is comparable for the two wave types. The $V waves in the random medium show significant energy on the radial components of displacement and coda after the initial pulse. As with the P waves, the amplitude of the $V wave (transverse component) in the random medium generally decreases with distance relative to the reference case, a result of scattering attenuation. Some energy is observed to arrive before the SV pulse on both the radial and transverse components of the synthetics. This energy is produced by $V to P conversions in the random 
Frequency Dependence of Coda Amplitude
In this section we evaluate the amplitude of the backscattered synthetic coda as a function of ka. The backscattered coda was determined from P wave synthetics at receivers located nearest to the source (see Figure 2) . The coda waves observed for these receivers consist mainly of energy backscattered from the random medium. The synthetics at each receiver were band-pass filtered (25-35 Hz) and the root mean square amplitude of the filtered coda was calculated over a fixed time window (0.2-0.6 s after the P wave arrival time). The results are shown in Figure 21 for Gaussian, exponential, and self-similar random media. Each data point represents the coda amplitude (normalized to the peak amplitude of the direct wave) averaged over 5-10 receivers equidistant from the source. In most cases, the results from two random media (with different seeds) were averaged for each data point. 
Time Decay of Coda
The time decay of the seismic coda is an important property of observed high-frequency seismograms that has been studied in detail by numerous investigators. Aki and Chouet [1975] presented a single-scattering model of backscattered coda to explain the coda decay of waveforms from local microearthquakes. This model predicts that the decay rate of the coda is related to the transmission attenuation of the medium. In this portion of the paper we evaluate the time decay of the backscattered coda for the finite difference synthetics and compare the results with the single-scattering theory. For this study we considered acoustic P waves, applying the finite difference scheme to solve the acoustic heterogeneous wave equation (equation (1)). Because of the reduced memory requirements for the acoustic finite difference code relative to the elastic one, larger grid sizes could be utilized. This allows the coda decay rate to be examined over a longer time window without being affected by the original wave front encountering the edges of the grid. The discrepancy between the observed and predicted coda decay appears to be caused by multiple scattering. As the scattering attenuation gets stronger, multiple scattering becomes more important, and the coda decay becomes more gradual than predicted by the single-scattering theory. In numerical studies of one-dimensional random media, Richards and Menke [1983] also found that multiple scattering produced more gradual decays of the backscattered coda relative to the single-scattering model. The results obtained here indicate that multiply scattered waves form a significant portion of the backscattered coda when the scattering attenuation is greater than a certain threshold (Qv < 200). Gao et al. [1983] extended the Aki and Chouet [1975] theory to include multiple scattering, while still neglecting losses in transmission (Born approximation). This theory predicts a coda decay rate more gradual than found from the single-scattering model for large lapse times. Gao et al. [1983] conclude that multiple scattering would cause estimates of coda Q derived from the single-scattering model to be 1.4 times that of the transmission Q of the medium. However, the simulations demonstrate that multiple scattering can alter the coda decay in a much stronger manner, such that the calculated coda Q can actually be negative when the scattering attenuation is large (Figure 24 ). Improved determinations of transmission attenuation using direct spectral methods are needed to resolve the frequency dependence of attenuation from 1 to 30 Hz. If Q is proportional to frequency, the spectral shape will not change as the wave propagates, only the overall amplitude will decrease. Anderson and Hough [1984] noted that the shape of the high-frequency spectral falloff for strong motion records was consistent with a frequency independent Q. There is some evidence of a constant Q with frequency from 1 to 16 Hz in the amplitudes of filtered strong motion records from the San Fernando earthquake [Berrill, 1975; Hanks, 1982] . Singh et al. [1982] , however, reported an increase of Q with frequency using spectra from some Imperial Valley aftershocks.
While this paper attempts to explain the features of shortperiod seismograms with an isotropic random medium model, the earth's crust is undoubtedly even more complex. The presence of fine scale horizontal layering can produce seismic coda (see, e.g., Bouchon [1982] ) and apparent attenuation [Richards and Menke, 1983] . Levander and Hill [1985] have used finite difference simulations to demonstrate that random topography on buried interfaces can also generate coda waves. The heterogeneity spectrum of the crust may also change with depth, particularly in the near surface where open joints and fractures are present. Studies of high-frequency spectra (> 10 Hz) indicate that severe attenuation often occurs at shallow depths (less than a few kilometers) in the earth's crust, attenuation much greater than that observed for ray paths that primarily sample depths larger than 5 km [Frankel, 1982b; Hanks, 1982; Malin and Waller, 1985; Cranswick et al., 1985] . If this "site response" is caused by scattering from near-surface heterogeneities, it would imply that the small-scale velocity fluctuations (< 100 m across) would be larger in amplitude near the surface than at deeper depths in the crust.
It is clear that the complete quantification of the various scattering effects discussed in this paper will require substantial future effort, in both the use of numerical simulations and the analysis of actual short-period seismograms. As more powerful computers become available, particularly those that use concurrent processing architecture (Appendix A), finite difference simulations in large-scale, three-dimensional random media will become feasible. We feel that the major conclusions of this paper are not affected by the two dimensionality of the simulations. The peak values of scattering attenuation differ little between the two-and three-dimensional theories. We would expect that the coda amplitude would also be similar for the two cases, with the three-dimensional medium having more scatterers per travel distance but a stronger rate of geometrical spreading. In any case, even factor of 2 variations in coda amplitudes would not alter the principal findings of the Our third accuracy test consisted of running simulations for the same random medium at two different grid spacings. Synthetic seismograms were derived for a random medium with a grid spacing of 20 m. The random medium was then interpolated to yield a grid spacing of 10 m, with twice the number of grid points in each direction (x and z). The resulting synthetics were then compared with the original run. Any numerical errors will cause discrepancies between the synthetics derived from the two cases. Figure A2 depicts some of the seismograms used in this comparison. Although minor differences are apparent in some of the transverse components, the overall good agreement between the waveforms indicates that numerical errors are not significantly affecting the results. In this paper we analyze synthetic P waves with wavelengths at least 10 times the grid spacing. where kNy q is the Nyquist wave number (n/h, where h is the grid spacing). Thus the standard deviation of the discretely sampled medium may be less than that of the original, continuous medium. In the spatial domain this is equivalent to truncating the correlation function at zero offset. In cases where the power spectrum has significant amplitude at the Nyquist wave number, the standard deviation will be a function of the grid spacing. We have normalized the discrete random media to correspond to continuous media with a given Gaussian and Exponential Media
In the section on apparent attenuation, we measured the attenuation as a function of ka by studying media with different correlation distances. For a Gaussian correlation function, the two-dimensional fluctuation power spectrum for each of these media is specified by (see Table 1) = rrc 2a2 e_k,2a2/4
where ac 2 is the variance of the continuous medium. From Table 1 
Self-Similar Media
The discrete, self-similar media used in this paper cannot be normalized with respect to the standard deviation of the continuous medium because that standard deviation is undefined.
That is, the correlation function Ko(r/a ) is infinite at r-0. Our approach is to use the standard deviation for a particular, discrete, self-similar medium as the reference by which the other self-similar media are normalized. Fortunately, the variance of the discrete self-similar medium is a logarithmic function of the grid spacing, so that large differences in the sam- 
Discrete Random Media With Correlation Distances Larger Than the Grid Dimension
In the section of this paper entitled "coda amplitude at high frequencies," several random media were investigated that had correlation distances larger than the total grid size. It was necessary to normalize these media by their spectral amplitude because the standard deviation will be dependent on the total grid size. Therefore the media were constructed differently from those used to quantify the apparent attenuation and travel time. The random media were generated in the wave number domain by assigning the spectral power at each 
